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Abstract The competition between fracture and plas-
ticity in periodic hexagonal honeycomb structures sub-
jected to (i) intercell cracking, (ii) intrawall cracking
and (iii) transwall cracking is examined, and their effect
upon the macroscopic collapse response is explored
using dedicated FEM analyses of unit cell configu-
rations. These three cracking mechanisms are regu-
larly observed in wood microstructures, and insight
into their influence on the macroscopic collapse behav-
ior is necessary for adequately designing timber struc-
tures against failure. The numerical results are pre-
sented bymeans of collapse contours in the hydrostatic-
deviatoric stress space, illustrating the effects of wall
slenderness, relative fracture (versus yield) strength,
and the relative size of the plastic zone at the crack tip.
Both the hydrostatic and deviatoric collapse strengths
of the honeycomb strongly increase in the transition
frombrittle cellwallswith low relative fracture strength
to ductile cell walls with high relative fracture strength.
This strength increase typically changes the shape of
the collapse contour, and is the largest for transwall
cracking, followed by intercell cracking and finally
intrawall cracking. The ultimate collapse strength of
the honeycomb is significantly more sensitive to the
fracture strength than to the fracture toughness of the
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cell walls, and correctly approaches the plastic yield
surface under increasing relative fracture strength. The
numerical results may serve as a useful guideline in the
experimental calibration of the local fracture and yield
strengths of cell walls in wood.

Keywords Hexagonal honeycombs · Intercell
cracking · Intrawall cracking · Transwall cracking ·
Delamination · Cohesive zone modelling

1 Introduction

Cellular solids are abundantly present in nature; exam-
ples are plant tissues, such as wood, bamboo, plant
parenchyma (carrot, potato), cork, and animal tissues,
such as sponge, coral and cancellous bone. Natural
cellular solids facilitate the concurrent optimization of
strength and stiffness at lowweight, which has inspired
the design of man-made cellular solids, with advanced
two-dimensional honeycomb and three-dimensional
(open and closed) foam architectures made out of poly-
mers, ceramics, glasses, metals and composites. The
unique properties of these materials have led to use-
ful applications of relatively low weight (structural
sandwich panels, buoyance devices), excellent energy
absorption (helmets) and sound absorption (noise and
vibration control), low thermal conductivity (insula-
tion), large heat dissipation (high power electronics),
and large surface area (catalytic converters), see Gib-
son and Ashby (1997), Evans et al. (1999), Fleck et al.
(2010).
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Detailed understanding of the mechanical failure
behavior of natural and man-made cellular solids is
of great significance for engineering applications. This
has stimulated various analytical and numerical stud-
ies on the effective strength and deformation behavior
of these materials. In Klintworth and Stronge (1988)
failure envelopes were derived for regular honeycomb
structures subjected to a combination of elastic buck-
ling and plastic collapse, which subsequently were
applied to predict the in-plane indentation of hon-
eycomb structures by plane punch (Klintworth and
Stronge 1989). In Gibson et al. (1989) failure con-
tours were developed for regular two-dimensional and
three-dimensional cellular solids collapsing by plastic-
ity, elastic buckling and brittle fracture under a large
initial flaw. It was demonstrated that the failure con-
tour for plastic collapse may be curtailed by brittle
fracture in tension and by elastic buckling in compres-
sion.Wang andMcDowell (2005) established yield sur-
faces for various periodic honeycombs, whereby they
demonstrated the importance of the cell geometry in
determining the yield contour shape at a given rela-
tive density. In addition, several studies considered the
effect of morphological imperfections on the uniax-
ial yield strength of cellular solids, such as the influ-
ence of non-uniform wall thickness (Simone and Gib-
son 1998a), the curvatures and wiggles in cell walls
(Simone and Gibson 1998b), missing cell walls (Silva
and Gibson 1997; Guo and Gibson 1999) and random
microstructures (Silva and Gibson 1997). In Chen et al.
(1999) the effect of six different types of imperfec-
tions on the yield contour of two-dimensional cellu-
lar solids was comprehensively studied, showing that
fractured cell edges produce the largest knock-down
effect on the high hydrostatic strength of ideal hon-
eycombs, followed by missing cells, wavy cell edges,
cell edge misalignments, � Voronoi cells, δ Voronoi
cells and non-uniform wall thickness. This result is in
agreementwith the study of Triantafyllidis and Schraad
(1998), who reported that the yield surface of a perfect
honeycomb results in an upper bound for the yield sur-
faces of honeycombswithmorphological irregularities.
In Lukacevic et al. (2015), multisurface failure crite-
ria were derived for honeycomb-like structures com-
posed of earlywood and latewood unit cells, whereby
crack nucleation and propagation mechanisms were
simulated with the extended finite element method; the
numerical results showed to be in good agreement with
the failure response found experimentally.

Inspired by the studies of Silva and Gibson (1997)
and Chen et al. (1999) that indicated a significant sensi-
tivity of the effective yield strength of idealized honey-
comb microstructures on fractured cell walls, in the
present study the interaction between plasticity and
cracking is analyzed for various fracture scenarios typ-
ical of wood. A unit cell approach is adopted, which
is valid for the assumption that under increased load-
ing small micro-cracksmay nucleate at numerous loca-
tions inside the honeycomb microstructure, such that
the overall cracking pattern can be characterized as
distributed and (to some extent) periodic. After the
loading has reached its maximum value and starts to
decrease with increasing deformation (i.e., a softening
response), the micro-cracks gradually evolve into an
apparent, localized failure crack. This physical picture
is supported by detailed experimental observations on
Japanese red pine wood, showing a prolonged forma-
tion ofmicro-cracks at bordered pits inside the cell wall
before localized fracture took place (Ando et al. 2006).
The specific features of the transition frommicro-crack
nucleation into localized fracture determine the effec-
tive (maximal) collapse strength of the honeycomb
structure, and are expected to depend upon characteris-
tics such as the relative fracture (versus yield) strength
and the fracture toughness of the cell wall. These and
other effects will be systematically explored in this
paper by considering three types of cracking scenar-
ios commonly observed in wood cell walls, see Fig. 1,
namely intercell (IC), intrawall (IW) and transwall
(TW) cracking (Koran 1967; Jeronimidis 1976; Boa-
tright and Garrett 1983; Zink et al. 1994; Smith et al.
2003). Cellwalls inwood consist of layers composed of
(specifically or randomly) oriented cellulose microfib-
rils embedded within an amorphous lignin matrix. The
four main layers are commonly referred to as the inner
(S3), middle (S2) and outer (S1) secondary cell walls
and the primary wall (P), which are followed by the
middle lamella that forms the connection with an adja-
cent cell with a similar lay-up, see Fig. 2. Accordingly,
intercell cracking characterizes cell separation from the
middle lamella of the cellwall, intrawall cracking refers
to delamination cracking between the middle (S2) and
outer (S1) or (occasionally) inner (S3) secondary layers
of the cell wall, and transwall cracking is characterized
by crack formation in the thickness direction of the cell
wall.

The study starts in Sect. 2with a reviewof the analyt-
ical yield contour for an infinitely large, regular honey-
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Fig. 1 Three typical cracking scenarios observed in wood hon-
eycombs: intercell (IC), intrawall (IW) and transwall (TW)crack-
ing (taken from Smith et al. (2003))

Fig. 2 Wall lay-up in a wood cell (taken from Nikitin (1966))

comb structure subjected to uniform, in-plane stresses.
Permanent deformations by plastic yielding at the cell
wall level of wood can be associated with a recovery
mechanism that under tensile loading reforms the amor-
phous lignin matrix between the cellulose microfibrils
within the cell wall (Keckles et al. 2003). The yield
contour of the honeycomb is constructed by using the
elementary beam theory, following the approach pre-
sented in Chen et al. (1999). The analytical yield con-
tour is compared against the results of a finite element
method (FEM) model composed of two-dimensional
continuum elements. The effect of the wall slender-
ness on the yield contour is analyzed, indicating the
appearance of an additional size effect on the devi-
atoric strength for relatively short cell walls (which
commonly are present in wood microstructures). It is
demonstrated that this size effect can be accurately

described bymeans of a basic geometrical term. Subse-
quently, Sect. 3 presents the FEM models used for the
analysis of thewall cracking scenarios described above,
whereby discrete cracking is simulated by interface ele-
ments equipped with an interface damage model. In
Sect. 4 the numerical results are presented by means of
collapse contours in the hydrostatic-deviatoric stress
space, illustrating the effects of wall slenderness, rel-
ative fracture (versus yield) strength, and the relative
size of the plastic zone at the crack tip. The conver-
gence of the collapse contour towards the analytical
yield contour under increased relative fracture strength
is demonstrated. The section ends with a general com-
parison of the collapse responses for the three cracking
mechanisms under plane-stress and plane-strain con-
ditions, showing the constraining effect in the out-of-
plane direction typical of the relatively long honey-
comb grains present in various types ofwood. Section 5
summarizes the main results of the numerical study.

2 Yield contour for honeycomb micro-structures

The in-plane yielding behavior of honeycomb micro-
structures is analyzed by means of FEM models
composed of two-dimensional continuum elements,
whereby the yield contours computed numerically are
validated against the yield contour obtained from a
basic analytical beam model. The honeycomb micro-
structure considered is taken to be infinitely large, ide-
ally hexagonal, and subjected to uniform, macroscopic
stress conditions, see Fig. 3a, Correspondingly, the
mechanical problem may be schematized by means
of a planar unit cell composed of three identical cell
walls of length l/2, thickness t and out-of-plane width
b, see Fig. 3b. This micro-structural model has been
considered in previous studies on the in-plane yielding
of cellular materials (Gibson and Ashby 1997; Chen
et al. 1999), and the analytical approach presented in
these studies is reviewed in Sect. 2.1. Due to symme-
try, the bending moments vanish at the midpoints of
the three edges of the unit cell. The three cell walls
are indicated in Fig. 3b as cell wall 1, cell wall 2 and
cell wall 3, and are rigidly connected at the central
point O. In the analytical model the material behav-
ior of the cells is considered as rigid-perfectly plastic,
with the yield strength given by σy . As concluded by
Keckles et al. (2003) from tensile tests on individual
wood cells and on wood foils combined with X-ray
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Fig. 3 a Regular
honeycomb micro-structure
subjected to uniform
macroscopic stresses σ11,
σ12 and σ22, and b the
corresponding unit cell
model subjected to
microscopic normal forces
Pi and shear forces Qi , with
i = 1, 2, 3, taken from Chen
et al. (1999)

diffraction analysis, permanent deformations by plas-
tic yielding at the cellwall level are related to a recovery
mechanism that reforms the amorphous lignin matrix
between the cellulose microfibrils within the cell wall,
without causing significant mechanical damage to the
matrix. Essentially, this stick-slip mechanism induces
a plastic response analogous to that originating from
dislocation gliding in metals.

The beam theory used for modeling the cell walls
typically gives accurate results for relatively slender
beams with length-to-thickness ratios of l/t > 10.
The lack of accuracy of this theory for shorter beams
becomes evident in the comparison with the yield con-
tours calculated by the FEM continuum model pre-
sented in Sect. 2.2. In Sect. 2.3 it is demonstrated that
this size effect can be adequately accounted for by
means of a simple correction term on the deviatoric
strength of the honeycomb structure.

2.1 Analytical yield contour

For the unit cell depicted in Fig. 3b, the normal forces
Pi and shear forces Qi , with i = 1, 2, 3 indicating the
corresponding cell wall, define the three equilibrium
conditions as

P1 − 1

2
(P2 + P3) +

√
3

2
(Q3 − Q2) = 0,

−Q1 + 1

2
(Q2 + Q3) +

√
3

2
(P3 − P2) = 0,

Q1 + Q2 + Q3 = 0. (1)

These forces are related to the macroscopic normal
stresses σ11, σ22 and shear stress σ12 via

Pi = bl
√
3(σ11 cos

2 θi + 2σ12 cos θi sin θi + σ22 sin
2 θi ),

Qi = bl
√
3(−σ11 cos θi sin θi + σ12(cos

2 θi − sin2 θi )

+σ22 cos θi sin θi ), (2)

where θi is the angle between the (horizontal) x-axis
and the longitudinal axis of cell wall i = 1, 2, 3.For the
hexagonal honeycomb sketched in Fig. 3, the angles of
the three cell walls are given by

θ1 = 1

2
π, θ2 = 7

6
π, θ3 = 11

6
π. (3)

Under increasing load amplitude, plastic collapse of
(one of) the cell walls may take place. The effect on
the collapse strength by cracking will be studied in
Sect. 4 through advanced finite element modeling; the
current analytical model is expected to serve as a refer-
ence solution to which the numerical results in Sect. 4
should converge when the amount of plasticity relative
to cracking increases.

The present study focuses on the collapse behaviour
in the tensile regime, and the effect of cell buckling
under compressive loading is left out of consideration;
more details on this failure mechanism can be found
in the works of Klintworth and Stronge (1988) and
Gibson et al. (1989). The combination of axial and
bending loading at which plastic collapse occurs can
be described by a yield contour Y (Hodge 1959)

Y = n2 + m = 1 with n = N

Ny
and m = M

My
,

(4)
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where the normal force and the bending moment for an
individual cell wall are given by

N = P, M = 1

2
|Q| l, (5)

and the ultimate normal force and bending moment at
plastic collapse follow as

Ny = σybt, My = 1

4
σybt

2. (6)

Inserting Eqs.(5) and (6) into Eq.(4), thereby taking
into account that overall plastic collapse occurs when
one or more plastic hinges emerge in the unit cell, leads
to

P2
i

4σyb
+ 1

2
|Qi | l − 1

4
σybt

2 = 0. (7)

with Pi and Qi presented by Eq.(2). The yield con-
tour for the honeycomb structure is determined by the
inner envelope of the set of yield contours defined by
Eq.(7), with i = 1, 2, 3. For the special case of the
macroscopic shear stress vanishing, σ12 = 0, the yield
contour follows from Eq.(7) as

|σ11 − σ22| = 2

3
σy

t2

l2

(
1 − 3

16

(3σ11 + σ22)
2

σ 2
y

l2

t2

)
,

(8)

while under the application of a shear stress only, Eq.
(7) results in

|σ12| = σy

2
√
3

t2

l2
. (9)

Equations (8) and (9) are identical to those presented
in Gibson and Ashby (1997) and Chen et al. (1999).

It has been demonstrated by Chen et al. (1999) that
the degree of plastic anisotropy for an ideal hexagonal
honeycomb appears to be relatively small, with a max-
imal difference of 15% in effective macroscopic yield
strength under a change in principal stress directions.
Accordingly, Chen et al. (1999) suggested that the load-
ing conditions may be reasonably simplified by con-
sidering the normal stresses σ11 and σ22 to act as prin-
cipal stresses, with their directions being aligned with
the symmetry directions of the honeycomb. Hence, this
approachwill be adopted in the present work. This sim-
plification has also been adopted in the presentation of
the numerical results on the three crackingmechanisms
in Sect. 4, since the effective tensile strength of a hon-
eycomb structure has a low degree of anisotropy aswell
(Gibson and Ashby 1997).

2.2 Comparison between analytical and numerical
yield contours

The analytical yield contour given by Eq.(8) will be
compared to yield contours computed numericallywith
the finite element method (FEM) software package
ABAQUS Standard1. The honeycomb structures sim-
ulated are composed of cell walls of slenderness ratios
l/t = 3.33, 6.67, 20 and 40. The FEM models use
8-node iso-parametric plane-stress elements equipped
with a 2 × 2 Gauss quadrature, for which the small-
strain assumption is adopted. The elastic behavior is
taken as isotropic and the perfectly plastic behavior
of the continuum elements is described by using J2-
flow theory with the effective yield stress given by
σy . The number of elements varies between approx-
imately 4600 (for honeycomb structures made of rel-
atively slender cell walls l/t = 40) and 30,000 (for
honeycomb structures made of stocky cell walls l/t =
3.33). Additional simulations not presented here con-
firmed that with this number of elements the numerical
results converge towards the exact solution. Rigid body
motions are prevented by placing fixed and roller sup-
ports, see Sect. 3.2 for more details. For a given loading
path, the normal force P presented by Eq. (2) is incre-
mentally applied at the centre node at each wall end,
whereby the corresponding axial displacement un is
imposed on the other nodes at the wall end by means
of a geometrical tying. This warrants that the wall ends
remain straight, as required from the periodicity of the
unit cell. The shear force Q is incrementally applied at
the wall end through a uniform tangential traction tt ,
whereby thework-conjugated tangential displacements
naturally satisfy the periodicity requirement. Once the
microscopic forces P andQ have reached their ultimate
values at which cell wall cross-sections have become
fully plastic, these values are used to calculate the cor-
responding macroscopic normal stresses σ11 and σ22
by means of the inverse of Eq. (2). Hence, the values of
these normal stresses determine a specific point of the
yield contour. The total yield contour is constructed by
performing the above analysis for a set of five different
loading paths, ranging from pure hydrostatic loading
to pure deviatoric loading.

In Fig. 4 the yield contours following from the
FEM analyses (solid lines) are compared to the ana-
lytical yield contour (dashed line) constructed with

1 Dassault Systems Simulia Corp., Povidence, RI, USA.
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Fig. 4 Yield contour constructed for various slenderness ratios
l/t , using FEMmodeling with continuum elements (solid lines).
The FEM results are compared to the analytical yield contour
(dashed line), Eq. (8), which has been derived using elementary
beam theory

Eq.(8). Along the horizontal and vertical axes the biax-
ial hydrostatic stress, p = (σ11 + σ22)/2, and devia-
toric stress, q = |σ11 − σ22| /2, are depicted, normal-
ized by yield stressσy andmultiplied by the slenderness
ratios l/t and l2/t2, respectively. It can be observed
that the hydrostatic yield strength, which relates to cell
wall stretching, indeed scales with t/ l, and that the
deviatoric yield strength, which is dominated by cell
wall bending, scales with t2/ l2 for slender cell walls,
l/t = 20 and l/t = 40. Since the relative density of

the honeycomb can be expressed as ρ̄ = 2t/
(√

3l
)
,

the above scaling is equivalent to the hydrostatic yield
strength being proportional to the relative density ρ̄

of the ideal honeycomb structure, and the deviatoric
yield strength for slender cell walls being proportional
to ρ̄2, see also Gibson and Ashby (1997), Chen et al.
(1999), Tankasala et al. (2017). For stocky cell walls,
l/t = 6.67 and l/t = 3.33, the scaling of the devi-
atoric yield strength with respect to t/ l appears to
be superquadratic. In the section below a simple phe-
nomenological correction term is proposed for the devi-
atoric yield strength in order to capture this size effect.

2.3 Size effect in the deviatoric strength for stocky
cell walls

An improvement in the normalization of the deviatoric
yield strength for honeycomb structures composed of
stocky cell walls requires accounting for an additional

Fig. 5 Yield contour constructed for various slenderness ratios
l/t = 3.33, 6.67, 20 and 40, using FEM modeling with con-
tinuum elements. The normalized representation accounts for an
additional increase in the deviatoric strength typical of stocky cell
walls. The factor α quantifying this scaling effect is included in
the dimensionless deviatoric strength plotted along the vertical
axis, and equals α = 0.85

scaling effect primarily caused by cell wall bending.
This is done by extending the geometrical scaling term
t2/ l2 for the deviatoric strength to (1 + αt/ l)t2/ l2,
where α is a calibration coefficient. For the hexagonal
honeycomb structures analyzed in the present study, the
plastic collapse behavior canbedescribed accurately by
adopting α = 0.85. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which
depicts the numerical results from Fig. 4 by incorporat-
ing the extended geometrical scaling term in the nor-
malized deviatoric strength depicted along the vertical
axis.With this simple extension, the difference between
the numerical yield contours is always less than 3.5%,
which is found acceptable. Furthermore, it can be eas-
ily confirmed that the scaling of the deviatoric strength
by a factor (1 + αt/ l)t2/ l2 (with α = 0.85) only starts
to give noticeable differences with a scaling by t2/ l2

when the cell wall becomes stocky, i.e., for l/t < 10.

3 Numerical modeling of combined fracture and
plasticity

The FEM model will now be extended in order to suc-
cessively account for (i) intercell cracking, (ii) intrawall
cracking and (iii) transwall cracking of the honey-
comb structure. The discrete fracture behavior of the
honeycomb structures is modeled with interface ele-
ments endowed with the mixed-mode damage model
presented in Cid Alfaro et al. (2009), which has been
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implemented in ABAQUS as a user-supplied subrou-
tine (i.e., a “UMAT”). In Cid Alfaro et al. (2009) the
interface damage model was successfully applied for a
three-dimensional analysis of laminate failure mecha-
nisms characterized in Suiker and Fleck (2004, 2006).
Themodel has been further employed for the numerical
simulation of complex fracture patterns in thin fiber-
epoxy layers, modeling both decohesion at the fiber-
epoxy interfaces and matrix cracking in the epoxy in a
robust and accurate fashion (Cid Alfaro et al. 2010a, b).
Moreover, it has been recently applied for an accu-
rate description of the delamination response of brittle
and ductile film-substrate systems subjected to a com-
bination of bending and residual stresses (Forschelen
et al. 2016), and for the modeling of discrete fracture in
oak wood specimens subjected to three-point bending
(Luimes et al. 2018).

3.1 Characteristics of the interface damage model

In the interface damage model of Cid Alfaro et al.
(2009), the fracture process in a material point sub-
jected to monotonic loading starts as soon as the effec-
tive interfacial traction reaches the fracture strength
tu , which happens at the relative crack face separation
v0, see Fig. 6. The fracture process is characterized
by a linear softening branch, along which the fracture
strength progressively decreases as a result of the devel-
opment of damage d, whereby the elastic interfacial
stiffness K degrades by a factor (1−d). The evolution
of the degradation process is monitored by the dam-
age history variable κd . The damage process is com-
pleted when the relative ultimate crack face separation
vu is reached and the interfacial material point looses
its strength. The area under the traction-separation law
corresponds to the fracture toughness, Gc = tuvu/2.
The loading and unloading conditions during fracture
are governed by a damage loading function, and the
evolution of the fracture process is described by a rate-
dependent kinetic law. The mode-mixity of the frac-
ture process is defined as a combination of the crack
face separations in the normal and tangential directions
of the crack, which allows for explicitly distinguishing
betweenmode I (tension) andmode II (shear) contribu-
tions. For simplicity, in the present work the strength
and toughness properties in mode I and mode II are
taken equal, unless stated otherwise. The incremen-
tal update procedure of the interface damage model

Fig. 6 Traction-separation law in the interface damage model
of Cid Alfaro et al. (2009)

is carried out by means of an implicit backward Euler
scheme, and a consistent tangent operator is formulated
to construct the overall stiffness matrix. The update
algorithm is relatively straightforward, stable and fast,
since it does not require numerical iterations at mate-
rial point level, aspects that can be ascribed to the spe-
cific form of the damage loading function adopted. For
more details on the model formulation and the numeri-
cal implementation procedure, the reader is referred to
Cid Alfaro et al. (2009).

In all simulations the elastic stiffness K of the inter-
face damage model was set relatively high, as a result
of which the overall elastic response of the cell wall is
not much affected by this parameter and is determined
almost completely by the elastic properties of the con-
tinuum elements. In addition, the material parameters
related to the rate-dependency of the kinetic law were
chosen such that the fracture response closely approxi-
mates the rate-independent limit case. More details on
these aspects can be found in previous numerical stud-
ies performed with the interface damage model (Cid
Alfaro et al. 2009, 2010a, b; Forschelen et al. 2016;
Luimes et al. 2018).

3.2 Geometry, boundary conditions and finite element
discretization

The paths along which cracking may occur were mod-
eled with 4-node interface elements equipped with a
2-point Gauss quadrature. In the studies of Cid Alfaro
et al. (2009), Forschelen et al. (2016), Luimes et al.
(2018) convergence of the finite element results upon
mesh refinement was found if the local element size 


was taken smaller than about 4 times the ultimate sep-
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aration vu in the traction-separation law. In the present
study the element size near a crack tip therefore is cho-
sen as 
 ≈ 2vu .

The cell walls of the honeycomb microstructure
were modeled with an elastic-perfectly plastic mate-
rial model. In the analysis of the results, the plastic
zone developing at a crack tip was estimated by means
of a material-based length scale parameter R0, which
is calculated as (Tvergaard and Hutchinson 1992; Wei
and Hutchinson 1997; Forschelen et al. 2016)

R0 = 1

3π

EGc

σ 2
y

, (10)

where E and σy are the Young’s modulus and the yield
stress of the cell wall material, respectively, and Gc is
the fracture toughness. Eq. (10) is representative of the
size of the plastic zone for a crack subjected to pure
mode I loading conditions; as demonstrated in previ-
ous studies (Tvergaard and Hutchinson 1992; Wei and
Hutchinson 1997; Forschelen et al. 2016), it is insight-
ful to use R0 as an essential variable in parametric anal-
yses on elasto-plastic crack formation. In the present
analyses the size of the plastic zone R0 mostly is larger
than the ultimate separation vu ; hence, this parameter is
not decisive in the determination of the minimal FEM
mesh size required for obtaining converged numerical
results.

3.2.1 Intercell cracking

An example of a finite element discretization used for
simulating intercell cracking is shown in Fig. 7. The
failure crack characterizing this mechanism runs along
the centerline of a cell wall. This trajectory is cap-
tured by interface elements equipped with the inter-
facial damage model outlined in Sect. 3.1. Rigid body
motions are prevented by placing fixed and roller sup-
ports at the edge of cell wall 1. These supports only
allow for transferring a normal load P, since the shear
force Q along the edge of cell wall 1 is zero when
assuming the normal stresses σ11 and σ22 to act as
principal stresses, see Eq.(2)2 . For cell walls 2 and
3, the cell edges at which the loading is applied are
assumed to remain straight in the axial direction,which,
as explained in Sect. 2.2, has been accounted for by
means of geometrical tyings with respect to the axial
displacement un of the central master node at the cell
edge. Since in the transversal direction the periodicity
is warranted by prescribing a uniform traction tt at the

Fig. 7 Finite element mesh for intercell cracking, with interface
elements located halfway the cell wall thickness t . For illustrative
purposes, supports at the boundary of cell wall 1 are only indi-
cated at three locations, but are applied at all boundary nodes. The
periodic boundary conditions at cell walls 2 and 3 are prescribed
by uniformnormal displacements un and uniform tangential trac-
tions tt

cell edges, the crack faces at the edges only displace in
the normal (mode I) direction, thereby accounting for
the coalescence with the (periodic) crack entering from
an adjacent unit cell. For a given loading path, the above
periodic boundary conditions essentially prescribe how
the loads Pi and Qi given by Eq.(2) are distributed over
the element nodes at the cell edges. The loading given
by Eq. (2) is applied incrementally in a quasi-static
fashion, and the stress state reached under the ultimate
loading corresponds to a point on the collapse con-
tour. This stress state is calculated by inverting Eq.(2),
whereby, as indicated previously, the normal stresses
σ11 and σ22 are assumed to act as principal stresses
(i.e., σ12 = 0).

Due to the unstable character of the fracture pro-
cess, after having reached the ultimate value, the effec-
tive load applied at the cell edges generally decreases
with increasing edge displacement. This softening
behaviour, whichmay be occasionally accompanied by
a snap-back behaviour in which both the load and dis-
placement decrease (see, e.g., Fig. 11), was treated in a
numerically robust fashion by adopting the arc-length
method (Riks 1979). The FEMmodel for a honeycomb
structure composed of slender cell walls with l/t = 40
consist of approximately 32,000 elements, while for
honeycombs with stocky cell walls, l/t = 3.33, the
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number of elements is about 52,000; this turned out to
be sufficient for obtaining converged numerical results.

3.2.2 Intrawall cracking

As discussed in the introduction, intrawall cracking in
wood cell walls generally refers to a delaminating crack
between the S2 andS1 layers, and occasionally between
the S2 and S3 layers, see Figs. 1 and 2. The finite ele-
ment model for the simulation of intrawall cracking is
built in a similar way as the model for intercell crack-
ing discussed above. The interface between the S1 and
S2 layers and between the S2 and S3 layers is assumed
to be located at a distance of t/4, from the cell wall
edges, in correspondence with the thickness of the S2
layer being equal to t/2, see Fig. 8. The choice of the
locations of the two interfaces for intrawall cracking is
representative of real woods, as can be approximately
confirmed from the microscopic fracture pattern illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Nevertheless, small deviations in these
locations may occur, depending on the specific wood
material considered. The sensitivity of the fracture
response to variations in the layer interface locations
and to imperfections at these interfaces is not analysed
here; these are considered to be topics for future study.
The total number of elements used in the FEM model
approximately varies between 49,000 and 60,000,
and depends on the slenderness ratio l/t of the cell
walls.

3.2.3 Transwall cracking

The third failure mechanism studied is transwall crack-
ing, whereby a tensile crack traverses the cell wall. In
contrast to the mechanisms of intercell and intrawall
cracking, for transwall cracking the exact location of
the crack is a-priori unknown. An example of a finite
element mesh used for the simulations of transwall
cracking is shown in Fig. 9. In accordance with the
approach originally proposed in Xu and Needleman
(1994), interface elements are placed between all tri-
angular continuum elements, which naturally allows
crack initiation and crack propagation to be determined
by the actual geometry of the unit cell and the bound-
ary conditions. The loads are applied at the free edges,
in the same fashion as described in Sect. 3.2.1 for the
case of intercell cracking. The number of elements in
the model varies between 95,000 (for the honeycomb
structure with slender cell walls l/t = 40) and 110,000

Fig. 8 Finite elementmesh for intrawall cracking,with interface
elements located at a distance t/4 from the cell wall edges. For
illustrative purposes, supports at the boundary of cell wall 1 are
only indicated at three locations, but are applied at all boundary
nodes. The periodic boundary conditions at cell walls 2 and 3
are prescribed by uniform normal displacements un and uniform
tangential tractions tt

Fig. 9 Finite elementmesh for transwall cracking. The interface
elements are located between all triangular continuum elements,
which naturally allows the location and direction of crack devel-
opment to be determined by the actual geometry and boundary
conditions. For illustrative purposes, supports at the boundary of
cell wall 1 are only indicated at three locations, but are applied
at all boundary nodes. The periodic boundary conditions at cell
walls 2 and 3 are prescribed by uniform normal displacements
un and uniform tangential tractions tt

(for the honeycomb structure with stocky cell walls
l/t = 3.33). With these discretizations the effect of
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the finite element mesh on the generated crack pattern
turns out to be negligible.

4 Collapse contours for honeycomb
micro-structures

The collapse contours for (i) intercell cracking, (ii)
intrawall cracking and (iii) transwall cracking of the
honeycomb structure are constructed from the results
of the FEM simulations, and the effect of geometrical
and material properties on the collapse response is ana-
lyzed using a minimal number of independent, dimen-
sionless parameters. A dimensional analysis indicates
that the (dimensionless) macroscopic normal stresses
at failure can be expressed as a function of 5 dimen-
sionless parameters:

σi i

σy
= f

(
l

t
,
tu

σy
,

t

R0
,
E

σy
, ν

)
with i ∈ {1, 2} .

(11)

The length of the crack does not appear inEq.(11), since
it is irrelevant atwhich crack length themaximumstress
required for cell collapse is reached. In the simulations
the ratio between the Young’s modulus and the yield
stress, E/σy , was kept fixed and set equal to 300, and
the Poisson’s ratio was taken as ν = 0.3. Additional
simulations not presented here indicated that the influ-
ence of these two dimensionless parameters on the sim-
ulation results is relatively small. Note that the effect
of the fracture toughness Gc on the failure response is
accounted for in Eq.(11) via the parameter R0 given by
Eq.(10).

The diagrams showing the collapse contours use the
normalized hydrostatic and deviatoric strengths along
the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively, similar as
is done in Fig. 4 for the yield contour.

4.1 Intercell cracking

4.1.1 Crack nucleation and propagation

Intercell crackingmay appear in various ways, depend-
ing on the specific combination of the normal load
P and shear load Q applied on the cell walls. If cell
wall 1 is loaded by a normal load and cell walls 2
and 3 by a combination of normal and shear loads
[whereby the normalized normal load n presented in

Eq.(4) equals 0.75], the intercell crack develops as indi-
cated in Fig. 10 by the four failure states a–d. For clarity
reasons, these failure states are marked in the corre-
sponding F − u diagram that qualitatively illustrates
the overall failure response, whereby F = √

P2 + Q2

is the effective load applied on cell wall 3, and u
is the effective displacement, as determined from the
axial displacement un and the transversal displace-
ments ut at the centre node of the end of cell wall 3

as u =
√
u2n + u2t . It can be observed from Fig. 10 that

the crack nucleates at the centre of the unit cell, and
gradually develops towards the outer edges of cell walls
2 and 3. In cell wall 1 cracking remains absent when
the cell wall material has a high tensile strength, while
under a low tensile strength a small crack may be initi-
ated, which will unload and close when the main crack
in cell walls 2 and 3 starts to develop. The mode-mixity
of the main crack is set by the relative magnitudes of
the applied normal load P and shear load Q, with the
normal load affecting the mode I contribution and the
shear load influencing both themode I andmode II con-
tributions. Due to stress concentrations, plastic zones
develop at the crack tip and near the three 120ocorners
of the walls of the unit cell. In order to arrive at the
final fracture profile represented by failure state “d”,
the wall structure needs to undergo substantial soft-
ening, as characterized in the F − u diagram by the
decrease in the load F under an increasing displace-
ment u. The stress response generated at the maximum
load F , which in the F −u diagram corresponds to the
crack nucleation state “a”, is used for constructing the
collapse contour.

A second case of intercell cracking is depicted in
Fig. 11, whereby the three cell walls are subjected to a
normal force P only [i.e., the normalized normal load
n presented in Eq.(4) equals 1.0]. Since this loading
configuration is threefold symmetric, the crack devel-
ops under pure mode I conditions from the centre of
the unit cell simultaneously into the three cell walls.

4.1.2 Effect of slenderness ratio

Figure 12 shows the collapse contours for four different
slenderness ratios, l/t = 3.33, 6.67, 20 and 40, con-
sidering two relative fracture strengths: tu/σy = 0.05
(Fig. 12a), and tu/σy = 0.65 (Fig. 12b). The collapse
contour plotted in Fig. 12a is representative of brittle
intercell cracking (i.e., fracture accompanied by limited
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Fig. 10 Nucleation (a) and propagation (b–d) of an intercell
crack under a loading path characterized by a normal load P
applied at cell walls (c.w.) 1–3 and a shear load Q applied at cell
walls 2 and 3 (whereby Q/P = 0.09) with the displacements
magnified 5 times for clarity. The relative interfacial strength is

tu/σy = 0.75 and the slenderness ratio equals l/t = 3.33. The
four failure states a–d are indicated in the F − u diagram that
reflects the overall failure response. The stress response related
to failure state “a”, at which the applied load F is maximal, is
used for constructing the collapse contour

Fig. 11 Nucleation (a) and propagation (b–d) of an intercell
crack under a loading path characterized by pure normal load-
ing P applied at cell walls (c.w.) 1–3, with the displacements
magnified 5 times for clarity. The relative interfacial strength
tu/σy = 0.50 and the slenderness ratio equals l/t = 3.33. The

four failure states a–d are indicated in the F − u diagram that
reflects the overall failure response. The stress response related
to failure state “a”, at which the applied load F is maximal, is
used for constructing the collapse contour
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Fig. 12 Collapse contours for intercell cracking at various slen-
derness ratios l/t. The size of the plastic zone is taken relatively
small, in correspondence with t/R0 = 22. a Low relative frac-

ture strength tu/σy = 0.05 (brittle fracture) and b high relative
fracture strength tu/σy = 0.65 (ductile fracture)

yielding) while the collapse contour shown in Fig. 12b
reflects ductile intercell cracking (i.e., fracture accom-
panied by substantial yielding). The size of the plastic
zone at the crack tip is kept fixed at a relatively small
value corresponding to t/R0 = 22. The stress concen-
trations at the three 120o corners of the walls induce
some additional plasticity at these locations. Similar
as for the plastic yield contour plotted in Fig. 4, for
both relative fracture strengths the hydrostatic strength
scales linearly with t/ l for arbitrary wall slenderness
ratios, and the deviatoric strength scales quadratically
with t/ l for slender cell walls (l/t = 20 and 40). The
superquadratic scaling with t/ l observed for the devia-
toric collapse strength of stocky cell walls (l/t = 6.67
and3.33) for brittle intercell cracking clearly is stronger
than for ductile intercell cracking. When using a phe-
nomenological scaling law for the deviatoric strength
that is similar to that applied for plastic yielding, see
Fig. 5, the scaling factor α required for closely match-
ing the size effect for brittle intercell cracking of stocky
cell walls equals α = 2.70, see also Fig. 13. Note
that this value is considerably higher than that found
in Sect. 2.3 for plastic yielding (α = 0.85), which
illustrates that the size effect on the deviatoric strength
under brittle intercell cracking is stronger than under
plastic yielding. Finally, a comparison of Figs. 12a, b
shows that for an increasing relative fracture strength
tu/σy the effective collapse strength of the honeycomb
structure increases, with the strongest rise of almost a
factor of 4 occurring under hydrostatic loading.

For simplicity, in the above analyses the mode I
and mode II fracture toughnesses were taken equal,
GIc = GI Ic = Gc. However, in practice the mode
II toughness may be somewhat larger than the mode I
toughness. Additional simulations not presented here
nevertheless demonstrated that the collapse contours
are not very sensitive to the toughness ratio GI Ic/GIc;
increasing this ratio towards 4 resulted in amaximal rel-
ative difference with the collapse contours in Fig. 12 of
only 3% This is the result of intercell cracking being
dominated by mode I.

4.1.3 Effect of relative fracture strength

The effect of the relative fracture strength tu/σy on
the characteristics of the collapse response is shown in
detail in Fig. 14, by plotting the collapse contour for
a broad range of relative fracture strength values for
honeycomb structures with slender cell walls, l/t = 40
(Fig. 14a), and stocky cell walls, l/t = 3.33 (Fig. 14b).
The yield contour designated by the dashed line is taken
from Fig. 4 and plotted for comparison. A comparison
of Figs. 14a, b illustrates that under increased relative
fracture strength, tu/σy , the transition from the most
brittle collapse contour (related to tu/σy = 0.05) to the
yield contour (indicated by the dashed line) for slender
and stocky cell walls occurs in an analogous fashion,
whereby the growth in collapse strength under hydro-
static loading is considerably larger than under devia-
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Fig. 13 Collapse contour for intercell cracking at various slen-
derness ratios l/t. The size of the plastic zone is taken rela-
tively small, in correspondence with t/R0 = 22, and the relative
fracture strength is low, tu/σy = 0.05 (brittle fracture). The
normalized representation accounts for an additional increase in

the deviatoric strength typical of stocky cell walls. The factor α

quantifying this scaling effect is included in the dimensionless
deviatoric strength plotted along the vertical axis, and equals
α = 2.70

Fig. 14 Collapse contours for intercell cracking (solid lines) at
various relative fracture strength values tu/σy . The size of the
plastic zone is taken relatively small, t/R0 = 22. The yield con-

tour (dashed line) taken from Fig. 4 is plotted for comparison. a
Slender cell walls l/t = 40, and b stocky cell walls l/t = 3.33

toric loading. Notice that for the honeycomb structure
composed of slender cell walls the collapse contour
virtually coincides with the yield contour at a relative
fracture strength of tu/σy = 0.75, while for the hon-
eycomb with stocky cell walls this happens at a some-
what larger value of tu/σy = 0.95. Obviously, for rela-
tive fracture strengths above these limit values intercell
cracking will no longer be activated; the honeycomb
structure then fails by plastic yielding.

4.1.4 Effect of relative size of the plastic zone

The effect of the relative size of the plastic zone at the
crack tip on the collapse contour is considered by exam-
ining values ranging from t/R0 = 22, via t/R0 = 10
and 5, to t/R0 = 1, using the honeycomb structure
composed of stocky cell walls, l/t = 3.33. Two rel-
ative fracture strengths are analyzed: tu/σy = 0.05
(Fig. 15a), and tu/σy = 0.65 (Fig. 15b). For brittle
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Fig. 15 Collapse contours for intercell cracking (solid line) at
various relative sizes of the plastic zone, t/R0. The honeycomb
structures are composed of stocky cell walls, l/t = 3.33. a Low
relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.05 (brittle delamination fail-

ure), and b high relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.65 (ductile
delamination failure). The yield contour (dashed line) taken from
Fig. 4 is plotted for comparison

fracture with tu/σy = 0.05 the effect of the plastic
zone on the collapse contour is small, which clearly
is due to the fact that the overall plastic deformation
generated in the wall structure remains limited. For
ductile fracture with tu/σy = 0.65 the effect of the
plastic zone appears to be more significant. For an
increasing size of the plastic zone the collapse con-
tour gradually approaches the analytical yield contour,
whereby for t/R0 = 1 the amount of intercell cracking
becomes negligible, and the collapse response becomes
nearly fully determined by plastic yielding. Since the
plastic zone R0 scales proportionally with the fracture
toughness Gc, see Eq.(10), it may be additionally con-
cluded from Fig. 15 that the sensitivity of the collapse
response to the fracture toughness is moderate to low.
This results from the fact that the collapse contours
were determined at a maximum load on the cell walls
(i.e., point “a” in Figs. 10 and 11), whereby the effec-
tive fracture response is mainly governed by crack ini-
tiation (which depends on the fracture tensile strength)
and not yet that much by crack propagation (which
depends on the fracture toughness). Furthermore, sim-
ulation results not presented here have confirmed that
honeycomb structures composed of slender cell walls
show a qualitatively comparable collapse behavior as
depicted in Fig. 15 for the stocky cell walls.

4.2 Intrawall cracking

4.2.1 Crack nucleation and propagation

Similar to intercell cracking, themechanismof intrawall
cracking may develop in various ways, depending on
the loading path applied. If cell wall 1 is loaded by a
normal load P and cell walls 2 and 3 are loaded by a
specific combination of a normal load P and a shear
load Q, cracking may develop as depicted in Fig. 16.
The crack nucleates under mixed-mode conditions at
the centre of the unit cell (a), and propagates into cell
walls 2 and 3 (b-d), leaving cell wall 1 intact. Note
that the crack develops along the interface between the
S1 and S2 layers, which is in agreement with most
experimental observations in wood microstructures.
The corresponding F − u diagram indicates that this
process is accompanied by a substantially milder soft-
ening behaviour than observed for intercell cracking,
see Fig. 10.

Alternatively, the three cell walls may be subjected
to a normal load P only (i.e., a hydrostatic stress
path), see Fig. 17. Due to a threefold symmetry in
the loading conditions and geometry, intrawall crack-
ing is simultaneously initiated near all three 120o cor-
ners between the walls of the unit cell. However, due
to minor irregularities in the FEM model (i.e., numer-
ical round-off errors, heterogeneities in the finite ele-
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Fig. 16 Nucleation (a) and propagation (b–d) of an intrawall
crack under a loading path characterized by a normal load P
applied at cell walls (c.w.) 1–3 and a shear load Q applied at cell
walls 2 and 3 (whereby Q/P = 0.09), with the displacements
magnified 5 times for clarity. The relative interfacial strength is

tu/σy = 0.20 and the slenderness ratio equals l/t = 3.33. The
four failure states a–d are indicated in the F − u diagram that
reflects the overall failure response. The stress response related
to failure state “a”, at which the applied load F is maximal, is
used for constructing the collapse contour

Fig. 17 Nucleation (a) and propagation (b–d) of an intrawall
crack under a loading path characterized by pure normal load-
ing P applied at cell walls (c.w.) 1–3, with the displacements
magnified 5 times for clarity. The relative interfacial strength is
tu/σy = 0.20 and the slenderness ratio equals l/t = 3.33. The

four failure states a–d are indicated in the F − u diagram that
reflects the overall failure response. The stress response related
to failure state “a”, at which the applied load F is maximal, is
used for constructing the collapse contour

ment discretization), the cracking subsequently devel-
ops slightly asymmetrically into three cell walls. The
mechanism of crack nucleation in Fig. 17 is different

than in Fig. 16, thus leading to a different peak load in
the F − u diagram.
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Fig. 18 Collapse contours for intrawall cracking at various slen-
derness ratios l/t . a Low relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.05
(brittle delamination failure) and b high relative fracture strength

tu/σy = 0.65 (ductile delamination failure). The size of the plas-
tic zone is taken to be relatively small, in correspondence with
t/R0 = 22

4.2.2 Effect of slenderness ratio

Figure 18 illustrates the collapse contours for intrawall
cracking for various slenderness ratios l/t , considering
the cases of low relative fracture strength, tu/σy = 0.05
(Fig. 18a), and high relative fracture strength tu/σy =
0.65 (Fig. 18b).

As for the case of intercell cracking, for slender cell
walls the hydrostatic collapse strength scales linearly
with t/ l and the deviatoric collapse strength scales
quadratically with t/ l for slender cell walls. For stocky
cell walls the superquadratic scaling of the deviatoric
strengthwith t/ l appears to beweaker than for intercell
cracking, see Fig. 12, from which it may be concluded
that the size effect by wall bending for intercell crack-
ing is stronger.

4.2.3 Effect of relative fracture strength

Figure 19 depicts the collapse contours for various rel-
ative fracture strengths tu/σy , thereby distinguishing
between honeycomb structures with slender cell walls
l/t = 40 (Fig. 19a) and stocky cell walls l/t = 3.33
(Fig. 19b). From a comparison of Figs. 14 and 19 itmay
be concluded that the collapse strength for intrawall
cracking generally is larger than for intercell cracking
when the relative fracture strength of the delaminat-
ing crack is low, i.e., tu/σy ≤ 0.20, especially under
hydrostatic loading. For larger relative strength values

the effect by plastic yielding starts to dominate the fail-
ure response, as a result of which the differences in
the collapse contours of the two cracking mechanisms
vanish.

4.2.4 Effect of relative size of the plastic zone

The effect of the relative size of the plastic zone, t/R0,
on the collapse contour is illustrated in Fig. 20a for
cell walls of low relative fracture strength, tu/σy =
0.05, and in Fig. 20b for cell walls of high relative
fracture strength, tu/σy = 0.65. The effect of the size
of the plastic zone on the collapse contour for intrawall
cracking is comparable to that for intercell cracking,
see Fig. 15, indicating that the precise location of the
delaminating crack is of minor importance here.

The collapse contours for intrawall cracking were
determined by taking identical stiffness moduli E for
the inner secondary wall, S2, and the outer secondary
walls, S1and S3. In wood, however, the stiffnesses of
the three secondary walls may differ. Additional simu-
lations not presented here have shown that for stiffness
mismatches ranging from E1/E2 = E3/E2 = 0.1 to
10 the relative difference in collapse strength maxi-
mally is 11%, which leads to the conclusion that stiff-
ness mismatches between the secondary layers do not
have a strong influence on the effective strength for
intrawall cracking.
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Fig. 19 Collapse contours (solid line) for intrawall cracking
at various relative fracture strengths tu/σy . The yield contour
(dashed line) taken from Fig. 4 is plotted for comparison. a Slen-

der cell walls l/t = 40, and b stocky cell walls l/t = 3.33. The
size of the plastic zone is taken relatively small, in correspon-
dence with t/R0 = 22

Fig. 20 Collapse contours for intrawall cracking (solid line) at
various relative sizes of the plastic zone, t/R0. The honeycomb
structures are composed of stocky cell walls, l/t = 3.33. a Low
relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.05 (brittle fracture), and b

high relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.65 (ductile fracture).
The yield contour (dashed line) taken from Fig. 4 is plotted for
comparison.

4.3 Transwall cracking

4.3.1 Crack nucleation and propagation

In contrast to the mechanisms of intercell cracking
and intrawall cracking, for transwall cracking the exact
location of a failure crack is a-priori unknown. Fig-
ure 21 illustrates the nucleation and propagation char-
acteristics of transwall crackingunder combined tensile
and shear loading [i.e., the normalized normal loadingn

presented in Eq.(4) equals 0.25]. It can be observed that
a dominant crack initiates at the corner of cell walls 2
and 3, and subsequently propagates vertically upward,
whereby at about half of the wall thickness it deflects
towards the corner of cell walls 1 and 2. Note that the
smaller, secondary cracks characterizing the diffusive
fracture process zone (states “b” and “c”) gradually
unload through the cell wall material bridging the crack
faces, and finally close under the progressive localiza-
tion into a single, catastrophic failure crack (state “d”).
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Fig. 21 Nucleation (a) and propagation (b–d) of a transwall
crack under a loading path characterized by a normal load P
applied at cell walls 1–3 and a shear load Q applied at cell
walls 2 and 3 (whereby Q/P = 0.56), with the displacements
magnified 5 times for clarity. The relative interfacial strength is

tu/σy = 0.05 and the slenderness ratio equals l/t = 3.33. The
four failure states a–d are indicated in the F − u diagram that
reflects the overall failure response. The stress response related
to failure state “a”, at which the applied load F is maximal, is
used for constructing the collapse contour

The bridging of crack faces by cell wall material has
also been noticed from microscopic observations on
real wood samples, see for example the fracture study
on historic and new oak wood presented in Luimes
et al. (2018). Crack bridging is typically associated to
a diffusive fracture pattern, such as a fracture process
zone. However, as illustrated in Luimes et al. (2018),
once the cell wall material across crack faces is broken
or pulled-out, a localized failure crack may develop.
The F-u diagram in Fig. 21 illustrates that the soft-
ening behaviour experienced during crack propagation
is significantly stronger than for intercell and intrawall
cracking, see Figs. 10 and 16: the applied load F even-
tually reaches a value close to zero when the failure
crack has almost fully developed across the thickness
of the cell wall (state “d”).

When the three cell walls are subjected to a normal
force P only [i.e., the normalized normal loading n
presented in Eq.(4) equals 1.0], the crack nucleates at
one of the three 120◦ corners of the cell walls, and
subsequently develops straightly towards half of the
wall thickness, at which it deflects towards one of the
other corners of the unit cell, see Fig. 22.

The specific corner at which the main crack nucle-
ates is determined by the heterogeneity of the finite

element mesh, which essentially breaks the symmetry
of the discretized unit cell. Note that the F-u diagram
is qualitatively similar to that computed for combined
tensile and shear loading, see Fig. 21.

4.3.2 Effect of slenderness ratio

In Fig. 23 the collapse contours are plotted for differ-
ent slenderness ratios l/t , considering the cases of low
relative fracture strength, tu/σy = 0.65 (Fig. 23a), and
high relative fracture strength, tu/σy = 1.20 (Fig. 23b).
Note that the distinctive notions “low” and “high” here
are related to larger relative strength values than for the
mechanisms of intercell cracking and transwall crack-
ing, see Figs. 12 and 18; this is done because a trans-
verse failure crack characterizing transwall cracking
typically induces less plastic yielding than a longitudi-
nal failure crack defining intercell or intrawall crack-
ing. The relative size of the plastic zone is kept fixed in
correspondence with the value t/R0 = 22. Fig. 23a, b
show that for slender cellwalls the hydrostatic anddevi-
atoric strengths respectively scale approximately lin-
early and quadratically with t/ l. For stocky cell walls
these orders of scaling appear to be slightly larger. Note
further that the shape of the collapse contour becomes
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Fig. 22 Nucleation (a) and propagation (b–d) of a transwall
crack under a loading path characterized by pure normal loading
P applied at cell walls 1–3, with the displacements magnified 5
times for clarity. The relative interfacial strength is tu/σy = 0.05
and the slenderness ratio equals l/t = 3.33. The four failure

states a–d are indicated in the F − u diagram that reflects the
overall failure response. The stress response related to failure
state “a”, at which the applied load F is maximal, is used for
constructing the collapse contour

Fig. 23 Collapse contours for transwall cracking at various slen-
derness ratios l/t . The size of the plastic zone is taken to be
relatively small, in correspondence with t/R0 = 22. a Low rel-

ative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.65 (brittle fracture) and b high
relative fracture strength tu/σy = 1.20 (ductile fracture)

more convex (i.e., more curved) at the high relative
strength tu/σy = 1.20, which is due to the genera-
tion of plasticity. Essentially, the brittle failure con-
tours computed at low relative strength tu/σy = 0.65
are characterized by (almost) straight lines; the minor
concavity occasionally observed is likely to be caused

by small irregularities in the mesh (and thus in the tra-
jectories of the cracks generated).

4.3.3 Effect of relative fracture strength

Figure 24a, b illustrate the dependency of the collapse
contour on the relative fracture strength tu/σy for slen-
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Fig. 24 Collapse contours for transwall cracking (solid line)
at various relative fracture strengths tu/σy . The yield contour
(dashed line), taken from Fig. 4, is plotted for comparison. a

Slender cell walls l/t = 40, and b stocky cell walls l/t = 3.33.
The size of the plastic zone is taken to be relatively small, in
correspondence with t/R0 = 22

der (l/t = 40) and stocky (l/t = 3.33) cell walls,
respectively. Theyield contour taken fromFig. 4 is plot-
ted for comparison (dashed line). For both slenderness
ratios it is observed that under arbitrary loading paths
the collapse strength for small relative strength values
is considerably lower than for large strength values.
Furthermore, for relative fracture strengths tu/σy < 1
the collapse response is dominated by cracking; only
for strength values above unity plastic yielding starts to
contribute noticeably to the effective collapse response.
The collapse contour virtually coincides with the yield
contour at relative strengths of tu/σy = 1.30 for slen-
der cell walls, and slightly above 1.40 for stocky cell
walls, whereby the amount of transwall cracking has
become negligible.

4.3.4 Effect of relative size of the plastic zone

The effect of the relative size of the plastic zone, t/R0,
on the collapse contour is illustrated in Fig. 25a for
cell walls of low relative fracture strength, tu/σy =
0.65, and in Fig. 25b for cell walls of high relative
fracture strength, tu/σy = 1.20. In both cases a larger
plastic zone increases the collapse strength, where for
the high relative fracture strength the collapse contour
approaches the yield contour indicated by the dashed
line.

4.4 Summary of the three failure mechanisms

In Fig. 26 the collapse contours following from the
above plane-stress analyses on the three failure mecha-
nisms are summarized for the case of slender cell walls,
l/t = 40, whereby Fig. 26a relates to tu/σy = 0.05
and Fig. 26b corresponds to tu/σy = 0.65. Further, in
Fig. 27a and b the results calculated from plane-strain
analyses on the same three collapse mechanisms are
plotted for comparison, which are representative of the
failure behaviour of relatively long honeycomb grains
present in various types of wood. The plane-strain yield
contour indicated by the dashed line and determined
from FEM simulations is plotted for comparison.

Observe that for tu/σy = 0.05 the differences
between the collapse contours computed for plane-
stress and plane-strain conditions are negligible; this
is, since the collapse response here is dominated
by cracking, solely prescribed by the in-plane stress
components. Conversely, for tu/σy = 0.65 the col-
lapse response significantly depends on plastic yield-
ing, which, via the J2-flow criterion, is prescribed by
both the in-plane and out-of-plane stress components.
Accordingly, the deviatoric collapse strength under
plane-strain conditions is somewhat larger than under
plane-stress conditions, while the hydrostatic collapse
strength is somewhat smaller. Note further that the
mechanism of transwall cracking is generally charac-
terized by the lowest collapse strength.However, exper-
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Fig. 25 Collapse contours for transwall cracking (solid line) at
various relative sizes of the plastic zone, t/R0. The honeycomb
structures are composed of stocky cell walls, l/t = 3.33. a Low
relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.05 (brittle fracture), and b

high relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.65 (ductile fracture).
The yield contour (dashed line) taken from Fig. 4 is plotted for
comparison

Fig. 26 Collapse contours under plane-stress conditions for
intercell cracking, intrawall cracking, and transwall cracking for
the case of slender cell walls l/t = 40. The size of the plastic
zone is relatively small, in correspondence with t/R0 = 22. a

Low relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.05 and b high relative
fracture strength tu/σy = 0.65. The yield contour (dashed line)
taken from Fig. 4 is plotted for comparison

imental observations on wood microstructures indi-
cate that all three failure mechanisms may appear in
situ, see Fig. 1. It is therefore anticipated that the val-
ues of the fracture strength tu for intercell cracking
and intrawall cracking (measured perpendicular to the
transverse direction of the cell wall) may be consid-
erably lower than that for transwall cracking (mea-
sured perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the
cell wall), i.e., the fracture strength of wood cell wall

material is anisotropic. Alternatively, the sensitivity of
intercell and intrawall cracking to specific geometrical
imperfections of the cell wall may generate a knock-
down effect on the corresponding collapse strengths,
as a result of which these strengths end up lower than
the collapse strength for transwall cracking.
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Fig. 27 Collapse contours under plane-strain conditions for
intercell cracking, intrawall cracking, and transwall cracking for
the case of slender cell walls l/t = 40. The size of the plas-
tic zone is taken to be relatively small, in correspondence with

t/R0 = 22. a Low relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.05 and b
high relative fracture strength tu/σy = 0.65. The yield contour
(dashed line, computed with FEM) for a honeycomb subjected
to plane-strain loading conditions is plotted for comparison

5 Concluding remarks

The competition between fracture and plasticity in
periodic hexagonal honeycomb structures subjected to
(i) intercell cracking, (ii) intrawall cracking and (iii)
transwall cracking is studied, and the effect upon the
macroscopic collapse response is explored, using ded-
icated FEM analyses of unit cell configurations. These
three cracking mechanisms are regularly observed in
wood honeycomb microstructures, and insight into
their effect on themacroscopic collapse behavior is use-
ful for adequately designing timber structures against
failure. Specifically, the present study provides a direct
link between themicrostructural geometrical andmate-
rial properties of wood and their macroscale failure
behaviour, which supports a careful selection of wood
species based on the material structure needed for
reaching a specific failure resistance in a structural
application. For intercell and intrawall cracking the
hydrostatic strength scales linearly with the thickness-
to-length (t/ l) ratio of the cell walls. For transwall
cracking this order of scaling tends to become slightly
larger when the cell walls become stocky, i.e., when
l/t < 10. Further, for all three cracking mecha-
nisms the deviatoric strength of the honeycombs scales
quadratically with t/ l in the case of slender cell walls,
and superquadratically in the case of stocky cell walls.
Both the hydrostatic and deviatoric collapse strengths

of the honeycomb strongly increase in the transition
frombrittle cellwallswith low relative fracture strength
to ductile cell walls with high relative fracture strength.
This strength increase typically changes the shape of
the collapse contour, and is the largest for the trans-
wall cracking mechanism, followed by intercell crack-
ing and finally intrawall cracking. For the intercell
and intrawall cracking mechanisms the collapse con-
tour of the honeycomb approaches its plastic yield
surface when the relative fracture strength is close to
unity. For transwall cracking this occurs at higher rel-
ative fracture strength up to a value of about 1.4. In
addition, the mechanism of transwall cracking is gen-
erally characterized by the lowest collapse strength;
since experimental observations on wood microstruc-
tures show the in-situ appearance of all three failure
mechanisms, it is anticipated that the values of the rel-
ative fracture strength associated with intercell crack-
ing and intrawall cracking (measured perpendicular to
the transverse direction of the cell wall) may be sub-
stantially lower than that for transwall cracking (mea-
sured perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the
cell wall), i.e., the fracture strength of wood cell wall
material is anisotropic. Alternatively, the sensitivity of
intercell and intrawall cracking to specific geometrical
imperfections of the cell wall may generate a knock-
down effect on the corresponding collapse strengths,
as a result of which these strengths end up lower than
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the collapse strength for transwall cracking. Finally, the
effect on the collapse response by the size of the plas-
tic zone at the crack tip is small at low relative frac-
ture strength (whereby plastic yielding remains lim-
ited), and moderate at high relative fracture strength
(whereby plastic yielding becomes substantial). This
observation also leads to the conclusion that the ulti-
mate collapse strength of the honeycomb is signifi-
cantly more sensitive to the fracture strength than to
the fracture toughness.

In order to further investigate the phenomena dis-
cussed above, more systematic experimental studies
on wood are necessary, whereby loading experiments
performed along a variety of stress paths need to be
complemented with detailed micro-structural observa-
tions of the corresponding failure mechanisms. With
the aid of the results of the present numerical study,
such experiments would allow for accurately identi-
fying the competition between fracture and plasticity
in wood honeycomb microstructures, thereby support-
ing an adequate calibration of the fracture strength and
yield strength at the cellwall level. The sensitivity of the
collapse strength to geometrical imperfections of the
cell wall geometry, which, as demonstrated by Chen
et al. (1999), may induce a significant knock-down
effect on the hydrostatic yield strength of honeycomb
structures, is also a topic for future study.
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